When it comes to climate modeling, every computational second counts. Designed to account for air, land, sun and sea, and the complicated physics that links them, these models can run to millions of lines of code, which are executed on the world’s most powerful computers. So when the coder-climatologists of the Climate Modeling Alliance ( CliMA) — a coalition of US-based scientists, engineers and mathematicians — set out to build a model from the ground up, they opted for a language that could handle their needs. They opted for Julia.

Launched in 2012, Julia is an open-source language that combines the interactivity and syntax of ‘scripting’ languages, such as Python, Matlab and R, with the speed of ‘compiled’ languages such as Fortran and C.

Among climate scientists, the lingua franca is Fortran: speedy, but — with roots dating to the 1950s — not terribly exciting. “A lot of people, when they hear ‘Fortran’, are like, ‘Oh, my God, I don’t want to program in that,’” says Frank Giraldo, a mathematician at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, and a co-principal investigator on the CliMA project. Younger programmers prefer languages that can accommodate the latest trends in software and hardware design, Giraldo says, and since adopting Julia he has seen an uptick in interest. “Some of them are really interested in climate modelling, but others are intrigued by the idea of using Julia for some large-scale application,” he says.

Jane Herriman, who is studying materials science at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, says that she has seen ten-fold-faster runs since rewriting her Python codes in Julia. Michael Stumpf, a systems biologist and self-styled Julia proselytizer at the University of Melbourne, Australia, who has ported computational models from R, has seen an 800-fold improvement. “You can do things in an hour that would otherwise take weeks or months,” he says.

Researchers often find themselves coding algorithms in one programming language, only to have to rewrite them in a faster one. An up-and-coming language could be the answer.
That acceleration, combined with Julia’s user-friendly syntax and its promise to tackle the ‘two-language problem’ — researchers often prototype algorithms in a user-friendly language such as Python but then have to rewrite them in a faster language — is raising the language’s profile, particularly among those dealing with computationally intensive problems. Besides climate modelling, the language is being adopted in disciplines such as artificial intelligence, finance and bioinformatics.

According to Alan Edelman, a computer scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge who co-created Julia, the language has been downloaded some 9 million times so far. Julia is now listed among the world’s 50 most-popular programming languages, according to one index. It’s still relatively niche — the 2019 index ranks Julia 50th, and Python 3rd — but it has a passionate user base.

“People are just tired of rewriting code,” Edelman says. “They’re tired of codes that obscure what their intent is, they’re tired of some researcher or graduate student or employee writing code and then moving on to their next job and nobody knows what to do with their code anymore. Those are the people who are using Julia — people who want performance, portability, flexibility.”

**BEST OF BOTH WORLDS**

Julia — the name puts the ‘Ju’ in ‘Jupyter’, a computational notebook system popular among data scientists, alongside Python and R — is essentially a compiled language in scripting-language clothing. In scripting languages such as Python, users type code into an interactive editor line by line, and the language interprets and executes it, returning the result immediately. With languages such as C and Fortran, code must be compiled into machine-readable instructions before it can be executed. The former is easier to use, but the latter produces faster code. As a result, programmers for whom speed counts often develop algorithms in scripting languages and then translate them into C or Fortran, a laborious and error-prone process.

Julia circumvents that two-language problem because it runs like C, but reads like Python. And it includes built-in features to accelerate computationally intensive problems, such as distributed computing, that otherwise require multiple languages. (Distributed computing allows programmers to split difficult problems across multiple processors and computers.) Vijay Ivaturi, a quantitative clinical pharmacologist at the University of Maryland in Baltimore, used Julia to create a tool for personalizing a quantitative clinical pharmacologist at the University of Maryland in Baltimore, used Julia to create a tool for personalizing

Researchers who require libraries that haven’t been translated into Julia can use the code directly using packages such as PyCall (Python) and RCall (R). As an undergraduate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lydia Krasilnikova, now a computer-science graduate student at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, created a Matlab-to-Julia translator, which is available online. “A lot of people have messaged me saying that the translator eased their transition and let them test code in Julia and tinker with their existing code base in ways they wouldn’t have been able to before,” she says.

Ultimately, the choice of language comes down to personal preference, project requirements and your colleagues. In many cases, any language will do. But for “performant code”, says Giraldo, “then, honestly, right now I see Julia as really the best choice. You have to suck it up and just dive in. It’s not really that difficult.”

Jeffrey M. Perkel is technology editor at Nature.
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**Get started**

**Set up**

- Julia: julialang.org
- Juno, a free Julia language ‘integrated development environment’ including a code editor, debugging tools and interactive console: juno.org
- Debugger: go.nature.com/2jdr5tg
- UJulia, a ‘kernel’ for writing Julia code in Jupyter: go.nature.com/2jdla2
- Packages: go.nature.com/30brtxe

**Learn**

- julialang.org/learning/
- Julia language documentation: go.nature.com/2nxrqup
- Think Julia: go.nature.com/2y7s5ki

**Get help**

- Slack: julialang.slack.com
- Discourse: discourse.julialang.org
- Gitter: gitter.im/JuliaLang/julia
- An interactive and executable Julia notebook, highlighting some key features, is available at go.nature.com/2x1fldv. J.P.